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7. Honesty with God (1Q 2018—Stewardship: Motives of the Heart) 

 

Biblical material: Luke 16:10, Lev. 27:30, Gen. 22:1–12, Heb. 12:2, Luke 11:42; 8:15; 

Heb. 7:2–10, Nehemiah 13;  

 

Quotes 

• Honesty is the first chapter in the book of wisdom. Thomas Jefferson 

• Honesty is a fine jewel, but much out of fashion. Thomas Fuller 

• Integrity of heart is indispensable. John Calvin 

• Honesty is never seen sitting astride the fence. Lemuel K. Washburn 

• Many churches are measuring the wrong things. We measure things like 

attendance and giving, but we should be looking at more fundamental things like 

anger, contempt, honesty, and the degree to which people are under the thumb of 

their lusts. Those things can be counted, but not as easily as offerings. Dallas 

Willard 

• I always like to reveal the fact that the emperor has no clothes. And children are 

best at that. They teach us how to see the world in that sense. They are without 

artifice; they see it for what it is. I am drawn to that ruthless honesty. Mira Nair 

• So casually cruel in the name of being honest. Taylor Swift 

 

Questions 

 In what ways are we dishonest to ourselves? How does honesty play out in our 

everyday lives? Is it OK to tell “white lies”? How do we act dishonestly towards God? 

Can being “too honest” be a problem? What are some ways we can we be more honest in 

our relationship with God? Is honesty an issue in the Great Controversy, and if so, how? 

 

Bible summary 

 “If you can be trusted with very little you can also be trusted with much; if you 

are dishonest with very little you will also be dishonest with much.” Luke 16:10 FBV. 

Lev. 27:30 gives the instruction to tithe. Abraham’s intended sacrifice of Isaac is 

recorded in Gen. 22:1–12. We are called to look to Jesus (Heb. 12:2). Luke 11:42 speaks 

of the Pharisees’ practice of paying tithe on garden herbs. Luke 8:15 is the end of the 

parable of the Sower, describing the seed that falls on good soil. Heb. 7:2–10 mentions 

Abraham paying tithe to Melchizedek. Nehemiah 13 deals with the right use of tithe. 

 

Comment  

 While the thrust of this lesson is on “paying an honest tithe,” the greater issue is 

much deeper. You can pay tithe, and still not be right with God. The real honesty we 

should be talking about is to operate with honest minds towards God—not being 

deceptive and deceiving, not trying to cover up our faults and failings, but being open 

with God about all aspects of our lives. 

 In our day-to-day experiences with one another, we play out the great controversy 

in miniature—the conflict and the fights, the love and admiration, the demonstration of 

whether we follow truth, honesty, right and so on. Read some of the material related to 

Lucifer’s fall, and you begin to see how insidious sin really is, how by believing a lie you 

can come to a position where right is wrong and wrong is right. In this process of self-
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deception, Lucifer came to believe his own propaganda, it seems. What are the lessons 

for us here, especially about being honest with ourselves? 

 How important it is to tell the truth, to be right and true and honest. How we must 

recognize our need of healing change and transformation that only God can bring. How 

we need to accept God’s offer of forgiveness and rebirth, to be made new in His image 

once more. How we cannot remain habitual liars and enemies of truth, but must come 

back to our loving Lord and be accepted as his true and trustworthy friends. That’s what 

God wants to do for each of us, for you and me—and we can choose God and His healing 

salvation if we want. 

 Jesus said, “If the son sets you free, you will be free indeed.” (John 8:36). CK 

 Free from what to what? Free from the compulsion that sin truly is, the force that the 

Devil uses in his program of lies and deception. Free from this self-centered way of living 

which is in reality a way of dying. Free from ourselves—our own worst enemy. Free to 

choose—to choose the God who values nothing higher than the freedom of His created 

beings. Free to follow the best advice—the advice of our Maker which we find to be true 

and trustworthy. Free to love God—which we cannot do while we are busy loving 

ourselves—free to love from an open and honest heart that willingly and freely agrees that 

God is truly right. 

 It’s not so much a question of what we put in the collection plate. It’s who we are, 

and our motives. The gospel is a call to honesty—to others, to ourselves, and most of all to 

God. 

 

Ellen White Comments 

 Love truthfulness and honesty. These are sacred treasures. Do not lay them aside 

for a moment… Let truthfulness and honesty ever live in your heart. Never, through fear 

of punishment, sacrifice these noble traits. {AY 44} 

 In all the details of life the strictest principles of honesty are to be maintained. 

{CG 154}   

 Honesty should stamp every action of our lives. {CG 154} 

 God expects the steward whom he honors to represent the Master.  If he cannot 

represent the patience, the kindness, the long-suffering love, the honesty and self-denial 

of Christ; if he forgets that he is a servant, and lifts himself up, it would be well for the 

people to discharge him.--Manuscript 115, 1899 (Aug. 15, 1899). {ChL 63} 

 Some will be honest when it costs nothing; but when policy will pay best, honesty 

is forgotten. Honesty and policy will not work together in the same mind. In time, either 

policy will be expelled, and truth and honesty reign supreme, or, if policy is cherished, 

honesty will be forgotten. {CCh 179} 

 We need to be converted from our faulty lives to the faith of the Gospel. Christ's 

followers have no need to try to shine. If they will behold constantly the life of Christ 

they will be changed in mind and heart into the same image. Then they will shine without 

any superficial attempt. The Lord asks for no display of goodness. In the gift of His Son 

He has made provision that our inward lives may be imbued with the principles of 

heaven. It is the appropriation of this provision that will lead to a manifestation of Christ 

to the world. When the people of God experience the new birth, their honesty, their 

uprightness, their fidelity, their steadfast principles, will unfailingly reveal it.  {CT 251}  
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